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ABSTRACT This paper presents practical enhancements of the operational space formulation (OSF) to
exploit inequality constraints for whole-body control of a high degree of freedom robot with a floating base
and multiple contacts, such as humanoids. A task-oriented optimisation method is developed to obtain a
feasible torque resolution solely for task variables based on the OSF, which effectively reduces the number
of optimisation variables. Interestingly, the proposed scheme amends assigned tasks on demand of satisfying
inequality conditions, while dynamic consistency among contact-constrained tasks is preserved. In addition,
we propose an efficient algorithm structure ameliorating real-time control capability which has been a
major hurdle to transplant optimisation methods into the OSF-based whole-body control framework. Control
performance, the feasibility of the optimised solution, and the computation time of the proposed control
framework are verified through realistic dynamic simulations of a humanoid. We also clarify the pros and
cons of the proposed method compared with existing optimisation-based ones, which may offer an insight
for practical control engineers to select whole-body controllers necessitated from the desired application.
INDEX TERMS The operational space formulation (OSF), highly redundant robots, whole-body control,
inequality constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rendering dexterous motion of a humanoid robot demands
that its high number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) with the
unactuated floating base can be sophisticatedly controlled
with several contacts. The operational space formulation
(OSF) is one of the classic yet effective methods to deal
with the redundant robots [1], which can compute opti-
mised joint torque solutions to achieve multiple tasks in the
given task space by assigning priority. Based on the OSF,
the hierarchical whole-body control structure guaranteeing
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yangmin Li .
dynamic consistency in humanoid robots is established in [2],
[3]. Authors in [4] further develop the operational space-
based whole-body control (OS-WBC) framework for the
floating base legged robot operated under multiple contact
situation respecting contact constraints.
The OS-WBC framework offers intuitive task-oriented
resolution, and moreover, rigorous dynamic consistency1
for the under-actuated and contact-constrained robot
1With the most accurate definition in [5], forces contained in the null-
space do not affect the operational space force or acceleration while produc-
ing joint acceleration energy minimised torque solution; and the resulting
operational space inertia matrix eliminates dynamic coupling among hierar-
chical tasks at the acceleration level.
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FIGURE 1. A block diagram describes the algorithm structure of the proposed WBC distributed into RT and non-RT threads (See details in
Section III).
dynamics through the inertia-weighted pseudo inverse, called
dynamically-consistent inverse. Owing to recent advances
in torque controlled robot hardware and dynamic modeling
technique, the effectiveness of the OS-WBC has been exper-
imentally verified with actual biped robots [6]–[9]. Simi-
larly, computationally efficient methods to solve the inverse
dynamics based on the orthogonal decomposition approach
are proposed in [10], [11].
However, despite the advantageous nature of the OS-WBC
framework, it cannot be explicitly extended to consider
inequality constraints, which hinders more practical use
underWBC scenarios.Many physical constraints in theWBC
problem are often to be formulated as inequality conditions
and essential to accomplish realistic operation objectives; for
example, the legged robot locomotes or balances by creating
stable contact wrenches to lie within the Coulomb friction
cone and maintaining the center of pressure (CoP) within a
support polygon. Since such inequality constraints generally
limit the feasible region of solutions, numerical optimisation-
based approaches have been employed in WBC to negotiate
given control variables such as reference joint torque and
acceleration with slack variables.
Among optimisation-based methods, quadratic program-
ming (QP) has recently become popular to control complex
robotic systems such as underactuated legged robots, thanks
to its straightforwardness for implementing and obtaining an
optimised solution under both equality and inequality con-
straints [12], [13]. In the QP formulation, the control torque
solution for multiple tasks is optimised with different weight-
ings, which introduces a soft hierarchy among the tasks [14].
On that account, the QP is incorporated with WBC schemes
to compute joint torques with the dynamics and kinematics
constraints within fast control frequency, e.g., 1kHz, and
feasibility of the QP-based WBC approaches is verified by
actual experiments with humanoid robots [15]–[19]. The hier-
archical quadratic programming (HQP) further focuses on the
strictness of the hierarchical execution when conflicts occur
among the tasks. This successfully demonstrates to perform
WBC tasks with strict hierarchy even under inequality con-
straints [20]–[23]. Note that, as an expense for the strict
priority, iterative optimisation is obliged for each task; this
escalates computation effort as a number of tasks increases,
yet regardless of a number of inequality constraints [20].
Whereas, optimisation schemes such as QP cannot be eas-
ily plugged into the OS-WBC framework mainly due to its
inherent large computation of dynamically-consistent param-
eters in whole-body dynamics. Accordingly, this paper aims
to provide an explicit extension of the OS-WBC framework
with consideration of inequality constraints. In particular,
the proposed controller is complied with the task-oriented
design rooted in the OSF, which may benefit those who have
traced the original OSF-based controller as seeking a way to
control tasks under inequality constraints.
To cope with multiple contact-constrained tasks yet to be
efficient enough for a realtime (RT) implementation, the fol-
lowings are considered in this paper:
• an optimisation method is developed to produce the
solution solely for operational-space task commands—
task accelerations and forces, which effectively reduce
the dimension of the optimisation variables. This gives
optimal amendments for holistic task commands on
demand of satisfying inequality conditions, yet still pre-
serves the hierarchical structure and dynamic consis-
tency among the optimised tasks. Note that it pursues
the task-oriented philosophy of the original OSF, thus
called task-oriented optimisation in this paper;
• inspired by the practical observation that contact-
constrained dynamics changes slower than the sampling
frequency of the control loop, we propose an efficient
algorithm structure with a multi-thread computation,
where the optimisation-based control loop runs in hard
RT while the dynamic parameters are updated in a
non-RT loop as shown in Fig. 1. This accommodates
inherently high computation demands in the OS-WBC
framework and thus enables the optimisation-embedded
control with RT-robustness; and
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• additionally, to clarify differences and pros and cons
over other optimisation-basedWBCs, we comparatively
analyse the conventional QP-based, HQP-based, and
proposed method. This is to give better insight into the
proposed one as well as to offer a guideline for practical
engineers to make a choice of methods suitable for their
application.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
gives a summary of the OS-WBC as a background and
Section III proposes the enhanced OS-WBC framework with
the task-oriented optimisation and efficient algorithm struc-
ture. In Section IV, control performance, the feasibility of
the optimised solution, and computation time are validated
on a 28 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) humanoid robot perform-
ing multi-contact tasks. Section V tries to answer potential
questions by comparing the proposed method with other
optimisation-based ones and Section VI finally draws the
conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND ON THE OS-WBC
This section introduces the OS-WBC framework [4], [6] as a
starting point of this paper.
The rigid-body dynamics equation of the floating base
robot, which has n = (k + 6) DoFs, k joints, and c DoFs
contact, can be expressed as
Aq̈+ b+ g+ JTc Fc = S
T0, (1)
where A ∈ Rn×n denotes the inertia matrix, q ∈ Rn the joint
angle vector, b ∈ Rn the Coriolis/centrifugal force vector, g ∈
Rn the gravity force vector, Jc ∈ Rc×n the contact Jacobian
matrix defined as ẋc = Jcq̇, xc ∈ Rc the contact positions and
orientations, Fc ∈ Rc the contact wrench vector, S ∈ Rk×n
a selection matrix to exclude un-actuated joints, and 0 ∈ Rk
the actual joint torque vector.
With a stationary contact constraint ẍc=ẋc=0, the contact
constrained dynamics of the given operational space coordi-
nate x can be described as follows:
3ẍ+ µ+ p = F,
with 






µ = J̄Tb−3J̇q̇+3JA−1JTc 3cJ̇cq̇,
p = J̄T g,
(2)
where 3, µ, p, and F denote the operational space inertia
matrix, the operational space Coriolis/centrifugal force vec-
tor, the operational space gravity force vector, and the opera-
tional space wrench vector, respectively, while J denotes the
Jacobian matrix for the given operational space task and •̄ is
the dynamically consistent inverse of •. Here, the weighted
pseudo-inverse is employed for the kinematic redundancy,
i.e., DoFs of the task x is smaller than k . This paper considers




minimises the joint acceleration energy.
In the underactuated robotic system, one can compute 0 to
produce the given force F as follows [24]:
0 = (J̄TST )F = J̃TF, (3)
The hierarchical control structure then can be formulatedwith
the null-space projection matrix defined as ÑT = I − J̃T J̃T .
Accordingly, the controller with m hierarchical tasks can be
formulated as













where 0t ∈ Rk denotes the tasks control torque vector, F∗h̄
the reference force vector at the operational space, while
the subscript indicates the task priority as h̄ ∈ 1, . . . ,m.
From (2), one can then control the task with the reference





h̄ + µ+ p. (5)
The contact wrench can be as desired without disturbing
the given tasks, when contact redundancy exists, i.e., c > 6,
by creating the contact wrench distribution torque 0c ∈ Rk
with the modification of contact wrench components in the




where Nw ∈ Rk×(c−6) denotes the null-space projection
matrix ofW, J̃Tw ∈ R(c−6)×(c−6) is the dynamically-consistent
inverse of ScJ̄Tc S
TNw, Sc ∈ R(c−6)×c the selection matrix
corresponding to modified contact wrench components, and
F∗c ∈ R(c−6) the reference contact wrench distribution vector.
Finally, with given control references ẍ∗h̄ and F
∗
c , the refer-













i )} + 0gc︸ ︷︷ ︸







where 0gc ∈ Rk is the compensation torque of gravity and
Coriolis/centrifugal forces, which includes the operational
force terms (µ+ p).
From the robot dynamics and the control solution,
the applying wrench at the contact link can be computed as
Fc = J̄Tc S
T0 − µc − pc, (8)
where µc,pc are vectors of the Coriolis/centrifugal force and
the gravity force projected on the contact space, respectively.
III. THE PROPOSED WBC FRAMEWORK
This section presents an enhanced OS-WBC framework
which offers optimised control torques for hierarchical tasks
associated with inequality constraints while achieving both
dynamic consistency and low computation cost in RT control
loop in implementation.
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A. TASK-ORIENTED OPTIMISATION
1) PROBLEM SETTING










χTi Hiχ i, (9)
where the vector χ i are given as{




h̄, h̄ ∈ 1, . . . ,m, (10)
χm+1 = Sf F
opt
c , (11)
where Sf denotes the selection matrix excluding the elements
corresponding to the normal direction of the contact plane,
and Hi denotes a weighting matrix for the optimisation, set
as a positive constant diagonal matrix. The key idea of this
formulation is to obtain optimised operational-space task
commands ẍopth̄ and F
opt
c as the output of optimisation, which
means that the assigned tasks themselves are amended on
demand of satisfying constraints, thus called task-oriented
optimisation in this study.
More specifically, in (10), the minimisation of χ h̄ gives the
optimal ẍopth̄ as close as the computed reference acceleration
command in (5) for executing the desired taskswithin feasible
solutions. Equation (11) minimises the moment and tangen-
tial forces in the contact wrench components to establish
stable contacts, which finds the most stable CoP position and
the least slipping condition within feasible solutions.
2) EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

















c + 0gc. (12)
Second, the contact wrench condition Fc is set as another
equality constraint, given by substituting (12) into (8) as















i )} + 0gc
]
+Foptc − µc − pc. (13)
Third, the following equality constraint is applied to preserve
the contact wrench distribution by Foptc , preventing the resul-









c = 0, (14)
where G∈R6×c denotes the grasp map matrix for N -number
of plane contacts; cj the j-th contact link; Rcj∈R3×3; the
rotation matrix of cj with respect to the given coordinate; and
P̂cj∈R3×3 the skew symmetric matrix of the distance vector
from the given coordinate to position of cj.
3) INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS






















∀j ∈ 1, . . . ,N , (15)
where fcj,• denotes the •-axis contact force at cj, x and y the
tangential direction at the contact, and z the normal direction
to the contact plane, while mcj,• is the contact moment at cj
along •-axis (x, y, z-axes), ε < 0 the threshold value, µs > 0







boundaries of the CoP in the contact line or plane. Note
that the contact conditions (15) are described in each local
coordinate at the contact. In addition, one can also consider






h̄ ], 0 ∈ [0
min, 0max],
where ẍminh̄ , ẍ
max
h̄ are vectors of the task acceleration limit, and
0min, 0max the vectors of the joint torque limit. Also, addi-
tional constraints can be added in the optimisation formula-
tion while keeping the aforementioned constraints (12)-(15).
Finally, the task-oriented optimisation problem can be for-
mulated as a general QP form to be solved by a numerical QP
solver. The whole-body control torque then can be obtained
by substituting the optimisation results (ẍopth̄ ,F
opt
c ) into (7)






c . It is worthwhile to notice that
by setting hierarchical inverse dynamics resolution from the
OS-WBC formulation as equality constraints (12) and (13),
the acquired torque solution always complies with a hierar-
chy, where the higher priority tasks are not affected by lower
priority tasks even with under-actuation andmultiple contacts
(i.e., dynamically consistent), while the task commands are
optimally rectified to satisfy other inequality constraints.
Remark 1: In the proposed control framework, not only -
acceleration level tasks but also force-level tasks can be con-
trolled. The force control of i-th priority task can be simply
implemented by replacing the acceleration references regard-
ing terms ẍopti and ẍ
∗
i in (9) and (10) with force reference
terms Fopti and F
∗
i , respectively; and replacing 3iẍ
opt
i in (12)
and (13) with Fopti . Therefore, both the acceleration-level
tasks and force-level tasks can be controlled in the proposed
control framework. Note that pre- and post-multiplications
of 3−Ti and 3
−1
i with Hi can be performed to remove the
influence of the difference in the dimension of acceleration
and force when solving the QP optimisation.
Remark 2: Acceleration- and force-level control can be
implemented in the same priority task adopting the hybrid
motion/force control method [1] in the proposed control
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framework. When the control reference vector of i-th prior-
ity task is composed with acceleration references and force
references, ẍopti and ẍ
∗









where and ̃ are the generalized task specificationmatrices
defined in [1] which selecting components for acceleration-
and force-level, respectively.
Remark 3: When the tasks are controlled with ẍopth̄ ,
the control force Fopth̄ can be expressed as follows:
Fopth̄ = 3h̄ẍ
opt











This means that in addition to the force created by the feed-





h̄) to satisfy inequality constraints
during the task-oriented dynamically consistent optimisation.
4) WEIGHTING MATRIX
In the optimisation, weighting matrices, Hi, play a critical
role to obtain suitable control commands. In this paper,
we propose to set Hi as Hh̄  Hm+1 for each objective
function, which induces that the optimisation for the hierar-
chical task execution, (10), becomes dominant. The weight-
ings for tasks Hh̄ are set in consideration of the assigned
priority as H1 ≥ · · · ≥ Hm. The QP optimisation result
is then determined based on the difference in the value of
the diagonal components of the weighting matrices. To give
a clear difference in the level of task reference amendment
between tasks, the difference in the diagonal values should
be large enough. In general, it is enough to set 102 to 103
times between the weightings. For example, H1 = 106I and
H2 = 103I can be applied when there are two hierarchical
tasks.
B. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATION OF REALTIME CONTROL
1) COMPUTATIONAL COST REDUCTION
In this study, we propose to utilize a complete orthogonal
decomposition (COD)-based calculation approach to reduce
the computational cost of analytically achieved variables.
The conventional OS-WBC [4], [6] are utilizing the singular
value decomposition (SVD) which requires heavy compu-
tation cost to calculate the dynamically consistent inverse
matrices in (3) and (6), and Nw in (6). The COD can serve
the same role as the SVD, yet with lower computation effort
when decomposing a rank-deficient matrix [25].
Based on the COD with Householder QR factorization,
an arbitrary rank-deficient matrix Y ∈ Rm×n is decomposed
as follows:










whereQ ∈ Rm×m andVT ∈ Rn×n are orthonormalmatrices,
and R ∈ Rm×n is a rank-deficient upper triangular matrix
composed with R1 that is a full-rank upper triangular matrix.
The unitary matrix v2 in (16) is the projector on the null-space
ofY. Therefore, the values in the vector space spanned by the
column vectors of v2 will not affect that of v1. As a result, v2
can be utilized as Nw in (6), allowing better computational
efficiency compared with that of SVD.
The dynamically-consistent inverse of the rank-deficient
positive semi-definite matrix with the weighting W can be
obtained through COD. From the decomposed matrix (16),
since Q and VT are unitary matrices and R1 is an invertible













Then, the least square solution for inverse problem ofYα = β
can be described as
α = Y†β + v2α2 = v1R−11 Q
T
1 β + v2α2, (17)
where α2 is any arbitrary vector that is projected in the
null-space of the Y. The minimum solution can be attained











∂(Y†β + v2α2)TW(Y†β + v2α2)
∂α2
= vT2W(Y
†β + v2α2) = 0. (18)




Then, substituting (19) into (17) yields
α = {I− v2(vT2Wv2)
†vT2W}Y
†β = Ȳβ, (20)
where Ȳ denotes the dynamically-consistent inverse of Y
withW, defined in Section II.
2) EFFICIENT ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
In this subsection, we establish an efficient programming
method for the proposed WBC framework which ren-
ders parallel computing with two-threads to ensure RT
safety in control. This takes advantage of multiple core
computers—widespread in recent humanoid applications.
While the COD-based calculation shown in the previous
subsection effectively reduces computational load, the more
DoFs with many hierarchies the robot has, the more challeng-
ing it is to complete the entire calculation within the allocated
sampling period of an RT control loop.
In the proposed method, one can observe that the contact
constrained dynamics is to be calculated, shown in Section II,
which requires expensive computational cost. Whereas, inter-
estingly, the parameter variation of those dynamic variables
is relatively slower than the sampling time since it can
be assumed that the robot dynamics is continuous and the
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FIGURE 2. Computing process through shared memory, where 1t is the
sampling period of the RT thread, while the brown colored arrow denotes
read operation, and the orange colored arrow denotes write operation.
actual motion of the robot is not excessively fast, i.e., high-
frequency update rate (e.g. above 1kHz) for those dynamic
parameters is not necessary [27].
Therefore, the proposed WBC is mainly implemented in
two RT and non-RT threaded software structure as depicted
in Fig. 1. Hard RT requirements ensuring a control loop with
the high-frequency update rate are run in the RT thread, which
includes control command calculation with the task-oriented
optimisation with a QP solver, sensory data acquisition, kine-
matics parameters calculation, and synchronous communica-
tion between the low-level motor controllers. On the other
hand, the dynamic parameters in the contact constrained oper-
ational space are calculated in the non-RT thread, realised
by cross-domain datagram protocol (XDDP) for the asyn-
chronous communication between two threads, guaranteeing
a lock-free inter-process communication [28]. This includes
the operational space dynamics variables (3h̄, J̃Th̄ , Ñ
T
h̄ ),
contact space dynamics variables (NwJ̃Tw, J̄
T
c ,µc,pc), and
gravity and Coriolis/centrifugal force compensation torque
(0gc). For the sake of convenience, we call these vari-
ables computed in the non-RT thread as contact-constrained
dynamics parameters in this study.
For the data exchange between the two threads, the shared
memory is utilized as illustrated in Fig. 2. Both threads
can perform calculations based on the most recent data
recorded in shared memory without considering synchro-
nization between them since both threads can access the
shared memory, simultaneously. In every sampling period of
the RT control loop, the RT thread reads shared memory,
calculates the required variables after reading, writes them
into the shared memory at the end of the calculation, and
then waits for the initiation of the next control loop. The
non-RT thread similarly works as the RT one, yet unlike
the RT thread, computation results are updated whenever the
writing to the shared memory is completed in the earliest time
intervals.
This multi-threaded algorithm structure thus allows the
proposed WBC framework to acquire the robust RT compu-
tation, where it solves only a single QP optimisation for the
holistic hierarchical tasks within a sampling period of the RT
thread. On the other hand, the other hierarchical optimisation
method, i.e., HQP, has to solve multiple QP optimisations
corresponding to the number of hierarchy levels for a single
control loop.
FIGURE 3. (a) The humanoid robot COMAN+, (b) its schematic kinematic
structure, and (c) description of the global axis (yellow colored arrows),
the controlled links (white colored dotted arrows), and contact normal
directions (red colored arrows) in the simulation.
Remark 4: The proposed multi-thread approach has little
effect in the conventional HQP- and QP-based WBCs. This
is because the multi-thread approach reduces computations
required for calculating dynamics parameters for QP formu-
lation. In the case of the conventional QP- and HQP-based
methods, their QP formulation applies joint space dynamics
in which parameters (A, b, and g) can be computed very
fastly. On the other hand, the QP formulation of the proposed
method applies the contact constrained operational space
dynamics which requires a large amount of computation.
Thus, the multi-thread approach can effectively reduce com-
putational cost only for the proposed WBC.
IV. VERIFICATION WITH NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The proposed WBC framework is numerically validated by
demonstrating control of a human-sized humanoid robot
COMAN+ [29], shown in Fig. 3. The height of the robot is
1.6 m, weight is 67 kg, and the robot has 28 DoFs — 6 DoFs
in each leg, 7 DoFs in each arm, and 2 DoFs in the waist.
For realistic implementation and verification, the physics-
based dynamic simulator V-REP with the physics engine
Vortex is employed in the computer with 3.4 GHz quad-core
processors and 32 GByte memory (without extra GPUs). The
QP optimisation is performed by the solver implemented in
the open-source library qpOASES.
Four scenarios #1-4 are considered to verify the control
performance of the proposed method. In the first two scenar-
ios, five hierarchical tasks (T1-T5) are assigned as summa-
rized in Table 1, while three contacts are to be maintained
with a plane contact condition between two feet and the
ground, and between the left hand and wall as presented
in Fig. 3c. The robot is controlled with a floating base,
i.e., underactuated condition and two degrees-of-redundancy
after the task assignment. The other two scenarios #3 and
#4 have different task configurations, and details can be found
in each relevant subsection. For all the scenarios, Hm+1 = I
and Hh̄ are different for each scenario.
For control, acceleration commands of the operational-
space task (ẍ∗) are created to track desired position and
velocity trajectories, xd , ẋd , via the following PD-control
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TABLE 1. Configuration of Hierarchical tasks (Scenarios #1-2).
FIGURE 4. The reference trajectory of the CoM positioning (T1) and right
hand positioning (T2) for (a) Scenarios #1, and (b) Scenarios #2.
scheme:
ẍ∗ = kp(xd − x)+ kv(ẋd − ẋ),
where kp, kv denote proportional and derivative gains,
respectively, which are chosen as kp=100 and kv=20 for
all the tasks. The coefficients for inequality constraints
(15) are set as ε=-30.0 N, µs=0.5, [xminp , x
max
p ]=[−0.075,
0.075] m, [yminp , y
max
p ]=[−0.05, 0.05] m for feet contacts,
and ε=-30.0 N, µs=0.05, [xminp , x
max
p ]=[−0.005, 0.005] m,
[yminp , y
max
p ]=[−0.005, 0.005] m for hand contact, and [0
min,
0max] with actual actuator limits (e.g., ±200 Nm for knees).
The sampling frequency is set to 1 kHz for the RT thread.
A. SCENARIO #1: CONTROL ACCURACY AND
DYNAMIC CONSISTENCY
1) TASK SETTING
In this scenario, a center of mass (CoM) and right-hand
motions are controlled along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 4(a):
CoM for ±25 mm during t = 10-12 s, and the right hand for
±50 mm t = 14-16 s, while the motion in other directions
is controlled to maintain the initial position and orientation.
Here, the task is designed to be achieved without saturating
inequality constraints. The proposed controller thus produces
little amendment of acceleration references in the operational
space in (10).
2) CONTROL ACCURACY
By investigating the error norms of the tasks shown in Fig. 5,
one can confirm that the robot is accurately controlled by the
proposed control. During t=9-19 s, the average position con-
trol error norms of CoM and right hand (T1,T2) are 0.045mm
and 0.281 mm, respectively. The average orientation control
error norms of the trunk, torso, and right hand (T3-T5) are
0.0003, 0.0006, and 0.0192 rad, respectively.
3) DYNAMIC CONSISTENCY
To examine the effectiveness of the dynamic consistency
of the method, the same tasks are controlled as those in
FIGURE 5. Plots of control performance with the proposed method in
Scenario #1: position control results (upper) and orientation control
results (lower).
FIGURE 6. Plots of control performance with the pseudo-inverse method
in Scenario #1: position tasks T1,T2 (upper), and orientation tasks T3-5
(lower). The peak value of the right hand orientation error is 0.988 rad.
FIGURE 7. CoM control errors in Scenario #1: (a) pseudo-inverse based
resolution and (b) dynamically-consistent resolution in the proposed
WBC.
Scenarios #1,2 while J̃T is obtained through the pseudo-
inverse instead of the dynamically-consistent inverse. This
replacement by the pseudo-inverse not only deteriorates the
control performance but also affects a hierarchical control
structure: as shown in Fig. 6, the control error norms dras-
tically increase compared with the results with dynamically
consistent inverse (Fig. 5); in addition, unwanted dynamic
coupling behavior is observed in Fig. 7a, where the control
error of x-axis CoM motion affects the other directions dur-
ing t≈10-12.4 s. Also, during t≈14-18 s, unintended CoM
motion occurs due to the influence of right-hand motion,
i.e., the lower priority task. On the other hands, in the pro-
posed method shown in Fig. 7b, the x-axis CoM motion is
slightly perturbed, yet it is not affected by the lower priority
task of right-hand motion, during t≈14-16 s. The dynamic
consistency is thus satisfied.
B. SCENARIO #2: FEASIBILITY UNDER
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
1) TASK SETTING
This simulation scenario demonstrates faster and wider
ranged motions than the previous simulations in Scenario #1
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FIGURE 8. optimisation results of the inequality constraints related
variables when priority considered weighting is applied in Scenario #2.
to validate the optimisation solution when variables are sat-
urated at the constraint boundaries. As seen in Fig. 4b, CoM
and the right hand are commanded to move±150 mm during
t = 10-14 s and ±100 mm during t = 16-18 s along the
x-axis, respectively, while the other directions are regulated
at the initial position and orientation. Additionally, the torque
limits of the left leg joints are set narrower as [-30, 30] Nm.
2) PRIORITY CONSIDERED WEIGHTING
In this case, ẍopth̄ is optimally amended from ẍ
∗
h̄ complying
with inequality constraints. The weighting matrices for the
task-oriented optimisation are composed with two levels as
H1 = H2 = 107I  H3 = H4 = H5 = 103I, (21)
which offer optimised solutions for the first two tasks (ẍopt1,2)
to be kept as close to the desired commands (ẍ∗1,2) as pos-
sible, while those for the lower priority tasks to be heavily
amended. (The task weighting is further studied in the fol-
lowing subsection.)
Fig. 8 shows optimisation results of the generated torque
reference of the left leg and contact wrench related variables.
As given in inequality conditions, the created knee-pitch joint
torque is limited at −30 Nm in Fig. 8a and it causes the
magnitude of fc,z at the left foot to become smaller than that of
the right foot as seen in Fig. 8b. In the same figure, one can
also observe that the CoP in the x-axis (−mc,y/fc,z) of both
feet are saturated to the assigned limit during t≈10-14 s via
CoM motion control, and all the constraints on the left-hand
contact are successfully limited, respecting the narrow range
of the corresponding inequality constraints.
As intended with the task weight setting (21), at t≈
10.04-10.55 s in Fig. 9, task commands for three lowest
FIGURE 9. Optimal amendments of each tasks ‖ẍopt − ẍ∗‖2 when priority
considered weighting is applied in Scenario #2.
FIGURE 10. Differences between actual response and desired trajectory
when priority considered weighting is applied in Scenario #2: position
tasks T1,T2 (upper), and orientation tasks T3-5 (lower).
priority tasks ẍ∗h̄ are significantly amended, i.e., the difference
between ẍopth̄ and ẍ
∗
h̄ for T3-T5 becomes larger. In accordance
with the task reference amendment, the gap between response
(xh̄) induced from the optimisation and the desired trajectory
(xdh̄ ) for T3-T5 increases as presented in Fig. 10. This is an
inevitable trade-off to obtain a feasible solution satisfying
constraints. Nevertheless, the proposed method is capable
of controlling the modifications by weightings assignment
as users’ intention. After t = 10.55 s, the task reference
amendment is not significant, therefore xdh̄ − xh̄ indicates
the control error itself. Note that this error is originated from
the faster and wider motion assigned for the comparison, not
from the optimisation performance, although it appears to be
larger than previous result in Fig. 5
3) IDENTICAL WEIGHTING
As seen in the previous result, the selection of the weighting
matrix in the cost function is not trivial in optimisation-based
methods. Hence, we further investigate the impact of the task
weighting by conducting comparative simulation with differ-
ent weighting. Here, the weighting matrices are uniformly set
for all tasks as Hh̄ = 107I.
The optimal task command ẍopth̄ amended from ẍ
∗
h̄ and
corresponding control results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12,







i ) whose mag-
nitude is approximately 7.5 times smaller than that with
priority-considered weighting (21), while CoM and right-
hand position errors (T1,T2) become larger while the trunk
and torso orientation errors become smaller. Therefore, one
can confirm that the proposed method offers flexibility to
determine a strategy on how to treat constraints with consid-
eration of respective tasks by designing Hh̄.
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FIGURE 11. Optimal amendments of each tasks ‖ẍopt − ẍ∗‖2 when
identical weighting is applied in Scenario #2.
FIGURE 12. Differences between actual response and desired trajectory
when identical weighting is applied in Scenario #2: position tasks T1,T2
(upper), and orientation tasks T3-5 (lower).
TABLE 2. Configuration of Hierarchical tasks (Scenario #3).
C. SCENARIO #3: CONFLICTING TASKS
1) TASK SETTING
To verify the efficacy of the hierarchical control structure of
the proposed control framework, we conducted a numerical
experiment with four tasks as specified in Table 2, where
two plane contacts are to be maintained between the feet
and the ground. Note that we purposely set the third priority
task, T3, to conflict against the second priority task, T2: the
x-axis position of the left hand is commanded to track the
cubic-spline trajectory for 0.2 m forward during 3 s from
t = 11 s while y-, z-axis position, and 3 DoFs orientation are
controlled to keep the initial position and orientation, where
6 DoFs task T3 cannot be controlled normally since there are
only three DoFs (yaw, pitch, and yaw joints in order) outboard
from the elbow link that is controlled by T2. For clarity of
investigation, the tasks are designed not to be saturated with
inequality constraints. Thus, the task commands are nearly
the same after the task-oriented optimisation, i.e., ẍopti ≈
ẍ*i . The weighting matrices are uniformly set for all tasks
as Hh̄ = 107I.
2) RESULTS
As seen in Fig. 13, the higher priority tasks T1 and T2 are
controlled with small errors while the lower priority task
T3 conflicting against T2 does not follow the given trajectory.
FIGURE 13. Control error in Scenario #3. Plots in the left column are the
position control errors and plots in the right column are the orientation
control errors.
This means that the proposed controller can have the con-
flicting task T3 sacrificed in order to respect the task priority,
as expected by the null-space projection approach-based hier-
archical control structure. The control error of T3, especially
for hand position in the x-axis, greatly increases during t=11-
14 s since the hand cannot move to track the trajectory due
to the limited DoFs assigned for T3. The slight increases
in control error of T1 and T2 after t=11 s are caused by
modeling errors from the joint friction forces and the contact
dynamics error. Therefore, this verifies that the proposed
method can guarantee the strict priority when controlling the
optimised multiple tasks (ẍopti ).
D. SCENARIO #4: INVESTIGATION OF
COMPUTATIONAL COST
To evaluate the RT-robustness of the proposed WBC frame-
work, several simulations are conducted by changing the
number of contact planes as well as the number of prioritized
tasks.
The algorithm computation time is measured in respective
RT and non-RT threads, and averaged after 1000 times execu-
tion. As proposed in Section III-B2, RT thread computation
time is taken for solving the QP formulation of the task-
oriented optimisation and calculating kinematics parameters
for Jh̄ and Jc; and non-RT thread computation time is taken
for calculation of the contact-constrained dynamics parame-
ters and joint space dynamics parametersA, b, and g. One can
observe in Fig. 14 that the proposed method guarantees the
control frequency of 1 kHz without time violation computing
the task-oriented optimisation. It is completed within 0.5 ms
even if the contact DoFs that is proportion to the computa-
tional time increase to 24.
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FIGURE 14. Average computation time and its standard deviation of the
task-oriented optimisation in RT thread and the contact-constrained
dynamics parameters calculation regarding the number of contact planes
(left) and the number of prioritized tasks (right).
Besides, in the non-RT thread loop, computation of
the contact-constrained dynamics parameters is completed
within 2 ms, and is then written in the shared memory. While
both the number of contacts and number of prioritized tasks
increase its computation time, the latter affects more, because
the calculation of J̃Th̄ for each hierarchy is dominant in overall
computation. Indeed, the controller in 1 kHz RT thread can
update the dynamic parameters from the shared memory in
less than 3 loops.
Incidentally, we also confirm that the COD-based com-
putation method, presented in Section III-B1, provides
faster calculation speed compared with the SVD-based
approach. For example, in the simulation with 5 prioritized
tasks and two-feet contacts, the COD-based computation is
64% more efficient as it takes 1.55 ms while the SVD-based
one takes 4.27 ms. This is a reasonable result since the
computational cost of the Householder QR factorization is
O(mn2 − n3/3) and the SVD is O(mn2 + n3) for an m × n
thin matrix.
V. COMPARATIVE DISCUSSION
This section provides a closer investigation of the proposed
method compared with the conventional QP- and HQP-based
WBC approaches. In fact, although each method has its
own advantages, those for the existing optimisation-based
methods have not been clearly addressed in previous litera-
ture. We, therefore, strive to draw an intuition from the pros
and cons of each method for control engineers to make an
appropriate choice necessitated from the application. For fair
comparisons, the optimisation problem with the QP solver is
set with the common conditions of the robot dynamics (1),
stationary contact constraint (ẍc = 0), and Jacobian-based
approach (ẍ = Jq̈+ J̇q̇).
A. COMPARISON WITH QP-BASED WBC
The proposedmethod can provide a strict task hierarchywhen
there are no task amendments as shown in Section IV-C, while
the QP-basedWBC always provides a soft hierarchy between
the tasks.
For intuitive comparison, a typical QP-based WBC algo-
rithm, e.g., [14], is formulated as a similar optimisation







XTi ϒ iX i, (22)





and (15), where q̈opt ∈ Rn is the optimised joint acceleration
vector, and 0opt ∈ Rk is the optimised joint torque vector.
In this formulation, the vector X1 is given as a sum of the
task reference amendment, X2 is the same as (11), X3 =
0opt, and the weighting matrices are set as ϒ1  ϒ2 





j ) for the hierarchical control, where wj is
the weight number for the j-th priority task. The hierarchy can
then be achieved by assigning weightswh̄. This weighted sum
approach creates a clear difference in a way to deal with hier-
archical tasks compared to the proposed method. A weighted
sum approach generates a soft hierarchy by optimising the
holistic task references with XT1ϒ1X1, while the proposed
method generates a strict hierarchy by minimising each hier-
archical task reference individually under the dynamically-
consistent control framework (12), (13).
To clearly reveal the difference between the two methods
regarding the hierarchical control aspect, both optimisation






ρTGρ + `Tρ, (23)
where ρ is the decision variable vector, G is the given matrix
for the quadratic part of the objective, and ` is the given vector
for the linear part of the objective. Here, G of the proposed
method can be expressed as
G =

w1I 0 . . . 0 0






0 0 . . . wmI 0
0 0 . . . 0 wm+1STf Sf
 , (24)






j Jj 0 0
0 wm+1I 0
0 0 wm+2STf Sf
 . (25)
As seen above, the decision variable of the QP-based
approach includes the joint acceleration vector q̈opt which
expressed by the weighted sum of the tasks—the element
(1,1) in (25). Since the decision variable is composed of joint
acceleration term q̈opt, it is difficult to construct a hierar-
chical control structure with the operational space formula-
tion (12) and (13). On the other hand, the operational space
formulations can be directly applied as equality constraints
in the proposed method since all task reference vectors of
the entire hierarchy ẍopth̄ are included in the decision vari-
able. Accordingly, the proposed method firstly minimises
reference amendment of all the tasks, so the task reference
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FIGURE 15. Control error when QP-based method is conducted for
Scenario #3. Plots in the left column are the position control errors and
plots in the right column are the orientation control errors.
amendment will be zero when there is a feasible solution.
Furthermore, lower priority tasks do not affect higher priority
tasks even when task references are amended according to
constraints (12) and (13) with the dynamically consistent con-
trol structure. Therefore, the proposed method can effectively
control the conflicting tasks with the desired priority.
On the other hand, the QP-based WBC obtains soft hierar-
chy through minimising the weighted sum of tasks references
amendment. In this way, a solution from the QP can produce
better control performance for the higher priority tasks by
sacrificing control performance of lower priority tasks when
there are conflicting tasks. The QP-based WBC can create a
hierarchy simply, without performing a calculation of a null-
space projection matrix like our method or without solving
multiple QPs like the HQP-based method, but lower priority
tasks can always affect higher priority tasks due to the soft
hierarchy.
To show the robot behavior under the soft hierarchy of the
QP-based WBC, Scenario #3 in Section IV-C is conducted
with the above QP-based WBC formulation with weights
w1 = 109, w2 = 106, w3 = 103, w4 = 1. As shown
in Fig. 15, control errors of higher priority tasks are lower as
intended by hierarchy. However, unlike the proposed method
result shown in Fig. 13, the higher priority tasks are affected
by lower priority task T3 so the control error of T1 and
T2 increases proportionally to that of T3. This is in contrast
to the results in Section IV-C, where the control error of the
lower priority task has little effect on the higher priority tasks.
This comparison result supports that our proposed method
can be more effectively utilized when various tasks should
be controlled under strict priority compared to the QP-based
WBC approach.
Meanwhile, similar to our method, few studies are uti-
lizing an analytically achieved null-space projection matrix
for hierarchical task control. QP optimisation is incorporated
with analytic null-space projection matrices in [30], however,
dynamic consistency cannot be exploited due to the absence
of the inertia weighting matrix in the computation of the
null-space projection. Recently, the method in [30] is further
extended with consideration of dynamic consistency [31],
however, it is not straightforward to apply to the underac-
tuated robot with the floating-base, e.g., humanoids. Inter-
estingly, the authors in [32] suggest computing acceleration
in the configuration space based on the desired acceleration
commands instead of using operational-space dynamics cal-
culation. While this method is computationally efficient and
it can provide feasible solutions satisfying task priorities,
the operational space dynamics is disregarded.
B. COMPARISON WITH HQP-BASED WBC
The HQP-basedWBC offers adequate improvements to over-
come afore discussed limitations of the QP-based, i.e., a
generic approach producing inverse dynamics solutions sat-
isfying strict task hierarchy and inequality constraints. It is
worth to notice that both HQP-based and the proposed
WBCs can guarantee dynamic consistency when a feasible
solution can be obtained without amending task references,
i.e., when ẍopth̄ = ẍ
∗
h̄. Interesting, in this case, the HQP-based
WBC gives the same solution as the dynamically consistent
OS-WBC [20], [33].
However, when solutions in WBCs meet inequality con-
straints, the task references are ought to be amended via
optimisation, where differences between the HQP and the
proposed methods become apparent. The proposed method
finds optimal amendments for each task (ẍopth̄ 6= ẍ
∗
h̄), where
the level of amendments is determined by the corresponding
task-oriented weighting matrix,Hi in (9), and the relationship
between the task and saturated inequality constraints. Possi-
bly, the lower priority task saturating inequality constraints
may produce amendments for the higher priority task in
this optimisation process. On the other hand, the HQP-based
WBC can keep the strict hierarchy even when task references
are amended since optimisation is solved for each prioritized
task under inequalities and QP results of higher priority tasks
are set as an equality constraint in lower priority QP optimi-
sation to prevent affecting higher priority tasks.
Therefore, unlike the HQP-based method, the proposed
method softens the task hierarchy when inequality con-
straints have to be bounded for a feasible solution as seen in
Section IV-B, which aims at searching optimal amendments
for entire tasks to achieve the best goal performance. The
priority in the task optimisation is indirectly managed by the
weightingmatrixHi. In other words, the task hierarchy strict-
ness of the proposed method is determined by whether or not
a feasible solution is bounded by inequality constraints. This
characteristic in terms of keeping task hierarchy can be
defined as ’semi-strict’ hierarchy since it is different com-
pared with QP-based WBCs, which provide soft-hierarchy,
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TABLE 3. Average computation time of WBCs in [millisecond].
and HQP-based WBCs, which provide strict-hierarchy. Nev-
ertheless, one can notice once the task reference is optimised,
the hierarchy of the amended tasks is strictly satisfied as
controlled via the dynamically consistent hierarchical control
structure of (12). It can be considered as controlling the
robot with conventional OS-WBC in [4] with instantaneously
re-planned task and contact wrench references from optimisa-
tion. In the same perspective, the HQP-basedWBC [20], [33]
can also be considered as dynamically consistent even when
they have to amend task references for a feasible solution.
In this light, the HQP-based WBC gives a clear benefit to
the application demanding strict and persistent hierarchical
tasks under inequality conditions. Whereas, it is also known
that the HQP-based method requests relatively long compu-
tational time due to repeated QP optimisations, while the
proposed method is designed to perform fast calculations
exploiting a single QP optimisation.
To quantitatively investigate computational costs, com-
parative simulations are conducted for the HQP-based and
the proposed WBC with the same simulation environment
settings shown in Section IV, while tasks are assigned to
maintain the initial home posture in the double-support state,
i.e. c = 12 as seen in Fig. 3b. Five different cases are
examined by increasing the number of task hierarchy from
one to five tasks, where total DoFs increase from 3 to 20,
accordingly. The algorithm computation time is measured
and averaged after the algorithm is executed 1000 times in
the control loop. For the HQP-based method, the algorithm
introduced in [33] is implemented in a single RT-thread,
and the simulation settings are entirely identical to those in
Section IV-D. Note that the computation time is taken for
formulating and solving the optimisation problems in the QP
form as well as for calculation of kinematics and dynamics
parameters Jh̄, Jc, A, b, and g.
Table 3 presents the result of the average computation
time for the HQP-based and the proposed method. One can
observe that the proposedmethod takes less computation time
owing to a single QP optimisation and the multi-threaded
structure, thus is advantageous when the number of tasks
increases. Note that the computation time of the HQP-based
WBC can be reduced by utilizing a null-space projection
technique proposed in [34], or motion-space decomposition
methods introduced in [20], [23]. It may be further reduced
if the method in [35] is applied for the inverse dynamics
calculation. Nevertheless, it is still challenging to implement
a large number of hierarchical tasks of a high DoFs robot into
the HQP-based WBC running in a fast RT control loop, such
as 1-2kHz commonly found in recent robotics literature; for
instance, in [23], a 25 DoFs robot under double support state
takes about 3 ms for solving five QP optimisations for two
prioritized tasks and other constraints.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARK AND OPEN PROBLEM
This paper introduces an enhanced WBC framework for
controlling a high number of hierarchical tasks with con-
sideration of inequality constraints, by amalgamating the
OS-WBC with the task-oriented optimisation and practical
computation techniques to reduce computational cost in
the RT control loop. The provided optimal solution rec-
tifies task acceleration or force references to avoid con-
straint violations and possess flexibility for users to determine
task-oriented amendments. Throughout diverse simulation
scenarios, we validate the control performance of the pro-
posed method regarding accuracy, dynamic consistency, task
hierarchy, and computation efficiency. Based on the compara-
tive study in the previous section, a guideline for the selection
among WBCs can be summarized as follows:
• the QP-based WBC algorithm is relatively simple and
easy to implement than HQP-based and proposed meth-
ods; and it is effective when the soft hierarchy is not
disadvantageous in such case that multiple tasks are
well-planned without any conflicts.
• the HQP-based WBC is the most generic method for
any applications to manage multiple tasks obeying strict
hierarchy.
However, relatively heavy computational cost can be a
burden when the number of tasks and DoFs of the robot
increase; and
• the proposed method can be a good choice for
those who are familiar with the classical OSF-based
methods [1]–[4] and seek a way to control a high num-
ber of hierarchical tasks under inequality constraints,
yet with less computing power. Whereas, program-
ming work considering the multi-thread and shared
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memory requires a relatively complex implementation
process.
It is worthwhile to recall the previous discussion that the
proposed WBC framework can give a more strict hierar-
chy compared to the QP-based WBC with soft hierarchy,
but the tasks are optimally amended when inequality con-
straints meet during a task execution; and it is proven in
Section IV-B2 that the proposed method can still bestow the
priority for task amendments by users’ choice of weightings.
However, it is also true that the lower-priority task can affect
the higher priority tasks during the optimisation process in
the proposedmethod, thus is so-called ‘semi-strict’ hierarchy,
while the HQP-based method keeps the very strict hierarchy
in the sense of the original task priority concept that sacrifices
the lower priority task to manage the inequality constraints.
Therefore, there is still an open question: ‘‘which is better
when inequality condition constrains task executions: finding
the solution by always sacrificing the lower priority task as
HQP method does? or first amending the tasks and redis-
tributing the prioritised tasks as the proposed method does?’’
This interesting problem should be studied in future work.
Incidentally, the proposed WBC framework has been
already implemented and experimented in the actual
humanoid COMAN+ with RT-OS system and multi-
threading, called XbotCore [28] (refer to supplementary
media of this paper for details of experimental setup and
results.) Another future work will aim at exploiting control
schemes coping with modeling error and disturbance for
robustness and control accuracy, e.g., [36], [37].
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